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On 20 June 2018, the South African Revenue Service (SARS) released a 

draft guide (Guide) on venture capital companies (VCCs), the purpose of 

which is to provide users with general guidance on VCCs and investments 

into such companies. 
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environment since our last instalment.



The VCC tax regime was introduced into 

the Income Tax Act, No 58 of 1962 (Act) 

in 2009 and is aimed at encouraging 

investment into small and medium-sized 

enterprises and junior mining companies. 

Section 12J of the Act encompasses 

the relevant legislation governing VCCs 

and provides for the formation of an 

investment holding company, described 

as a VCC, where investors subscribe for 

shares in the VCC (venture capital shares) 

and claim an income tax deduction for the 

subscription price incurred. The VCC, in 

turn, invests in “qualifying companies” 

(ie investee companies). 

Various legislative amendments to 

s12J have given rise to an increased 

participation in the asset class, evidenced 

by the increasing number of approved 

VCCs. According to the SARS website, 

116 companies have been approved as 

VCCs, while 2 have had their VCC status 

withdrawn, as at 18 June 2018. 

This article provides a high-level overview 

of specific aspects of the Guide. It is 

important to note that the Guide is not an 

official publication as defined in s1 of the 

Tax Administration Act, No 28 of 2011 and 

accordingly does not create a practice 

generally prevailing under s5 of that act. 

Requirements for a VCC

A company must be approved as a VCC 

if the Commissioner for SARS is satisfied 

that, amongst other requirements, the 

sole object of such company, which 

must be a resident of South Africa, is the 

management of investments in qualifying 

companies.

With reference to the “sole object” 

requirement, the Guide provides that a 

VCC cannot carry on an active business 

itself. Stated differently, in addition to 

managing investments in qualifying 

companies, a VCC cannot “run another 

business or manage a trading or 

long-term investment portfolio in 

non-VCC investments”. The Guide 

provides the following example:

A VCC cannot acquire a number 

of properties for rental purposes. 

However, if the VCC has excess 

office space it may rent that 

excess space to tenants. 

It is interesting to note that the Guide 

qualifies the above example by stating that 

whether a VCC is merely renting out excess 

space or has acquired extra space with the 

aim of renting, can be determined only on 

a case-by-case analysis. 
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Mark Linington has been named a leading lawyer by Who’s Who Legal: Corporate Tax – Advisory for 2017. 
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Another interesting point mentioned in 

the Guide relates to the investing of funds, 

received by a VCC through the issue of 

shares, in “non-VCC investments”. It is 

stated that although a VCC cannot have a 

trading or long-term investment portfolio 

in non-VCC investments, the VCC can 

invest the funds it receives (through the 

issue of venture capital shares in non-VCC 

investments) on a short-term basis before 

those funds are invested in ‘qualifying 

companies’. The Guide expands on this 

point as follows:

The Act does not specify what the 

funds can be invested in during this 

interim period. The type of investment 

and manner of the investment must 

be in alignment with its sole object 

of the management of investments 

in qualifying companies. So, for 

example, an investment in a non-VCC 

company without a realistic short-term 

exit strategy would probably result 

in a transgression of the sole object 

requirement. By contrast, an investment 

in short-term debt instruments or 

preference shares is likely to be 

acceptable. However the terms of the 

specific investment and all the relevant 

facts will need to be assessed on a 

case-by-case basis to determine 

whether the VCC has met or 

transgressed the sole object 

requirement.

Deductions available to investors

The upfront income tax deduction, 

which lessens some of the investment 

risk for investors, is available for share 

subscriptions only. The deduction is only 

available in the year of assessment during 

which it is incurred and no deduction will 

be allowed in respect of shares acquired 

after 30 June 2021. 

Section 12J(2) allows a taxpayer, subject to 

certain conditions, to claim a deduction for 

the expenditure actually incurred by that 

taxpayer in acquiring any venture capital 

share issued to that taxpayer by a VCC. The 

Guide refers to the term “taxpayer” being 

defined in s1(1) of the Act as “any person 

chargeable with any tax leviable under this 

Act” and provides that both resident and 

non-resident taxpayers can “potentially 

benefit from the incentive afforded under 

section 12J(2))”. 

The deduction is available only for 

expenditure incurred by a taxpayer to 

acquire venture capital shares issued 

to that taxpayer by the VCC. The Guide 

provides that:

Only costs directly connected with 

the acquisition of the venture capital 

shares are deductible. By contrast, 

costs such as banking costs and 

those related to the obtaining of 

a loan (generally referred to as 

financing costs) are indirect and 

not allowable as a deduction. 

For example, if a taxpayer incurs 

financing costs of R5,000 on a loan 

of R100,000 which was used to 

acquire 100 venture capital shares 

at a cost of R1,000 per share, only 

the R100,000 acquisition cost would 

qualify for the deduction and not the 

R5,000 financing cost.

Requirements for a “qualifying company”

A “qualifying company” must comply with 

several requirements, some of which 

include:

 ∞ the company must not be a “controlled 

group company” (as defined in the Act) 

in relation to a group of companies; 

and

 ∞ the company must not carry on an 

“impermissible trade”

The upfront income tax 

deduction, which lessens 

some of the investment 

risk for investors, is 

available for share 

subscriptions only.  
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a) Controlled group company test

A “controlled group company” is 

a company that has a corporate 

shareholder that holds, directly or 

indirectly, at least 70% of the shares 

in that company. There has been 

some uncertainty regarding how 

to determine whether a potential 

“qualifying company” is a “controlled 

group company”. In other words, 

would one have regard to:

• the percentage of the number 

of equity shares held by the 

various companies in the potential 

“qualifying company”; or 

• the monetary amount of share 

capital subscribed for in the 

potential “qualifying company”. 

Simply put, the Guide provides that in 

order to determine whether a potential 

“qualifying company” is a controlled 

group company, one must consider the 

percentage of the number of equity 

shares held by the various companies in 

the potential “qualifying company” and 

not the monetary amount of share capital 

subscribed for. Furthermore, the Guide 

provides that:

A company will not be a controlled 

group company if the various 

companies described in the definition 

of “group of companies” subscribe 

for more than 70% of the aggregate 

monetary value of that company’s 

equity share capital but less than 

70% in number. It may happen that 

a company which initially meets the 

definition of a qualifying company 

subsequently becomes a controlled 

group company owing to, for 

example, the acquisition of additional 

shares by a VCC, or another company, 

which results in the VCC, or that 

other company, holding at least 70% 

of that company’s equity shares. If 

this happens, it means the company 

will no longer constitute a “qualifying 

company” under s12J and the VCC 

would need to assess if it still met the 

requirements of a VCC.

b) Impermissible trade test 

The definition of “impermissible trade” 

encompasses a number of trades, 

such as trades in respect of immovable 

property (other than hotel keeping), 

financial or advisory services, gambling 

and trades carried on mainly outside of 

South Africa. The Guide discusses each 

of these trades and provides examples 

of activities which would constitute 

“impermissible trades”. For example:

• trades carried on in respect 

of immovable property (other 

than hotel keeping) - the Guide 

confirms that trades such as the 

letting of immovable property, 

refurbishment or development 

of immovable property as well as 

trading in such property will be 

considered impermissible trades. 

• any trade carried on by banks, 

insurers and any trade carried on 

in respect of money-lender or hire 

purchase financing - The Guide 

provides the following example of 

money-lending which is ancillary 

to the main trade:

Company A’s main activity, in 

terms of focus and revenue 

and profit contribution, is 

the manufacture and sale of 

machinery to customers. Sales 

are concluded on a cash or credit 

basis. The company charges 

interest if machinery is sold on 

credit. The provision of credit is 

The Guide discusses 

each of these trades and 

provides examples of 

activities which would 

constitute “impermissible 

trades”.  
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ancillary in terms of the resources 

allocated to the activity and its 

contribution to revenue and 

profit. … Notwithstanding the 

fact that the supply of credit 

is ancillary, Company A is still 

conducting a trade in respect of 

money-lending or hire-purchase 

financing and therefore an 

impermissible trade.

• any trade carried on mainly 

outside South Africa - the Guide 

refers to the case of SBI v Lourens 

Erasmus (Eiendoms) Bpk 1966 (4) 

SA 434 (A) in which the court had 

to determine whether total net 

profit was derived solely or mainly 

from dividends. The court held 

that the word “mainly” prescribed 

a purely quantitative standard of 

more than 50%. Interestingly, the 

Guide indicates that this meaning 

of “mainly” is also applicable in the 

context of determining whether a 

trade is carried on mainly outside 

of South Africa. Furthermore, the 

Guide provides that a company 

that conducts the majority of its 

trade outside South Africa will 

meet the 50% test and its trade 

will be regarded as impermissible. 

By implication, if the majority of 

the company’s trade is performed 

in South Africa, it will not meet 

the 50% test and its trade will 

be regarded as permissible. It is 

important to note that the Guide 

indicates that “the appropriateness 

of the method applied to 

determine whether a trade is 

carried on mainly outside South 

Africa will be assessed on a case-

by-case basis”.

Anti-avoidance provisions

The s12J(2) deduction is subject to 

anti-avoidance provisions, such as:

 ∞ where an investor has used any loan 

or credit to finance the expenditure 

incurred to acquire shares in the VCC, 

the amount of the deduction is limited 

to the amount for which the investor is 

deemed to be at risk on the last day of 

the year of assessment; and 

The fact that the grants 

were paid in the form of 

rebates does not change 

the capital nature of the 

benefit received by the 

Taxpayer. 

2009-2018
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 ∞ no investor can be a “connected 

person” in relation to the VCC after 

the expiry of a period of 36 months 

commencing on the first date of the 

issue of the venture capital shares. 

a)  ‘At risk’ requirement 

Where an investor has used any loan 

or credit to finance the expenditure 

incurred to acquire shares in the 

VCC, the amount of the deduction 

is limited to the amount for which 

the investor is deemed to be at 

risk on the last day of the year 

of assessment (s12J(3)(a)). The 

investor is deemed to be so at risk 

to the extent that the incurral of 

expenditure or the repayment of 

the loan or credit would result in 

economic loss to the investor, where 

no income is received by or accrued 

to the investor in future years from 

the disposal of any venture capital 

share issued to such investor as a 

result of that expenditure (s12J(3)

(b)). However, a proviso to s12J(3)

(b) provides that an investor will 

not be at risk if the loan or credit is 

not repayable within five years or if 

such loan or credit is granted to the 

investor by the approved VCC itself. 

Section 12J(3) will therefore 

potentially apply when a taxpayer 

acquires or funds the venture capital 

shares or part of the venture capital 

shares by way of some form of 

credit. For example, the Guide states 

that where a taxpayer financed the 

purchase of venture capital shares 

with a loan, disposed of the shares 

and did not receive any income from 

the disposal but was still required to 

repay the outstanding amount of the 

loan, such taxpayer would be

exposed to financial risk and would 

be deemed to be at risk in terms of 

s12J(3)(b). In addition, where the 

taxpayer is not required to repay 

the loan, the taxpayer would not be 

exposed to an economic loss and 

would not be deemed to be at risk.

The Guide provides that when 

determining whether a taxpayer is at 

risk, regard must be had to all relevant 

surrounding circumstances including any 

transactions, agreements, arrangements, 

understandings or schemes that 

were entered into before or after the 

expenditure was incurred.

b) Connected person test 

With effect from 1 January 2017, 

no investor can be a “connected 

person” in relation to the VCC 

after the expiry of a period of 36 

months commencing on the first 

date of the issue of the venture 

capital shares. If at the end of any 

of these years of assessment, a 

taxpayer had previously incurred 

expenditure on venture capital shares 

issued by the VCC to that taxpayer 

and that taxpayer is a “connected 

person” in relation to the VCC, the 

Commissioner must give due notice 

to the VCC that the company’s 

approval as a VCC under s12J(5) 

will be withdrawn if corrective steps 

to rectify its non-compliance are 

not taken within the period stated 

in the notice. The Guide provides 

an example of how the “connected 

person” test is applied:

Facts:

On 5 January 2017, Investor Z, an 

individual, invested R300,000 in a 

VCC in return for venture capital 

shares issued by the VCC. This 

date was also the date on which 

The Guide provides that 

when determining whether 

a taxpayer is at risk, regard 

must be had to all relevant 

surrounding circumstances 

including any transactions, 

agreements, arrangements, 

understandings or 

schemes that were entered 

into before or after the 

expenditure was incurred.
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the VCC first issued any venture 

capital shares. As a result of the 

acquisition of the shares, Investor 

Z held 35% of the VCC’s shares and 

thus became a connected person 

in relation to the VCC. The VCC did 

not issue any further shares.

Result:

Provided that all the requirements 

of s12J were complied with on 

5 January 2017, Investor Z 

would be entitled to a deduction 

of R300,000 in that year of 

assessment under s12J(2), even 

though Investor Z was a connected 

person in relation to the VCC under 

paragraph (d)(iv) of the definition 

of “connected person”. Similarly, 

other investors would be entitled 

to a deduction under s12J(2) for 

expenditure incurred on venture 

capital shares issued to them by 

the VCC, even if Z remained a 

connected person in relation to the 

VCC during the 36-month period.

Once the 36-month period ends, 

the connected-person test must 

be performed at the end of every 

year of assessment after that date. 

If Investor Z were still a connected 

person at the end of Investor Z’s 

year of assessment ending after the 

36-month period, and corrective 

steps were not taken by the VCC 

within the period stipulated by the 

Commissioner in the notice issued 

to the VCC, the VCC’s approval as a 

VCC would be withdrawn from the 

date it was granted.

No deduction would be available 

to future VCC investors in respect 

of new issues of shares and the 

VCC would need to include an 

amount of 125% of expenditure 

previously incurred by any person 

to acquire shares issued by the 

VCC in income.

If Investor Z had made the 

investment in 2016 and was a 

connected person at that time, 

no deduction would have been 

allowed to Investor Z under the 

previous wording of s12J(3A), since 

the connected-person test was 

applied at the time the investment 

was made.

The connected-person test must 

be performed at the end of the 

relevant years of assessment for all 

investors, not just Investor Z.

The Guide also provides clarity on aspects 

relating to recoupments, withdrawal of 

VCC approval, VCC investor certificates 

and tax administrative requirements 

applicable to VCCs.

Conclusion

It is important to note that the Guide 

does not delve into the precise technical 

and legal detail associated with VCCs. 

Accordingly, taxpayers are urged to obtain 

independent tax advice when considering 

utilising this investment vehicle.

Comments on the Guide are due by no 

later than 31 August 2018 and may be sent 

to policycomments@sars.gov.za. Queries 

which are specifically related to VCCs may 

be sent to vcc@sars.gov.za.

Gigi Nyanin

It is important to note that 

the Guide does not delve 

into the precise technical 

and legal detail associated 

with VCCs. 
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1. Amendments to Schedules to the 

Customs & Excise Act, No 91 of 

1964 (Act):

Schedule 1 Part 1:

The substitution of tariff 

subheadings 1701.12, 1701.13, 

1701.14, 1701.91 and 1701.99 to 

increase the rate of customs duty on 

sugar from 213.1c/kg to 233.81c/kg; 

The insertion and substitution of 

various items under heading 73.12 in 

order to review the rates of customs 

duty on stranded wire, ropes and 

cables;

Schedule 2:

The deletion of item 

206.04/3207.40/01.06 and substitution 

of item 206/04/3207.40/02.06 to give 

effect to the sunset review of the anti-

dumping duties on glass frit originating 

in or imported from Brazil; and

Schedule 4:

The insertion of rebate items 

460.15/7312.10/01.06 and 

460.15/7312.90/01.06 in order 

to provide for a rebate facility on 

stranded wire, ropes and cables.

2. New case law / authority:

The Commissioner for the 

South African Revenue Service v 

Encarnaçâo N.O. (431/2017) [2018] 

ZASCA 71 (29 May 2018):

This was an appeal to the Supreme 

Court of Appeal (SCA) by SARS 

against a judgment in favour of the 

taxpayer.

The initial question was whether 

rebate item 412.09 would be 

applicable in the case of imported 

cigarettes being stolen as a result of 

an armed robbery. 

The rebate item provides as follows:

Goods, excluding goods 

contemplated in rebate item 497.02, 

in respect of which the customs 

duty, together with the fuel levy 

(where applicable), amounts to 

not less than R2,500, proved 

to have been lost, destroyed or 

damaged on any single occasion 

in circumstances of VIS MAJOR or 

in such other circumstances as the 

Commissioner deems exceptional 

while such goods are:

(a)  in any customs and excise 

warehouse or in any appointed 

transit shed or under the control 

of the Commissioner;

This week’s selected highlights in the Customs and Excise environment since our last 

instalment:

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE HIGHLIGHTS

In the event that specific 

advice is required, kindly 

contact our Customs and 

Excise specialist, Director, 

Petr Erasmus.

Please note that this is not intended to be 

a comprehensive study or list of the 

amendments, changes and the like 

in the Customs and Excise 

environment, but merely 

selected highlights 

which may be of 

interest. 
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(b)  being removed with deferment 

of payment of duty or under 

rebate of duty from a place in 

the Republic to any other place 

in terms of the provisions of this 

Act; or

(c)  being stored in any rebate 

storeroom, provided:

(i)  no compensation in respect 

of the customs duty or fuel 

levy on such goods has been 

paid or is due to the owner 

by any other person;

(ii)  such loss, destruction or 

damage was not due to any 

negligence or fraud on the 

part of the person liable for 

the duty; and

(iii)  such goods did not enter 

into consumption”. 

The SCA found that:

• Armed robbery falls within the 

scope of vis major as provided 

for in rebate item 412.09; and

• As there was a lack of evidence 

that the stolen products were 

ever found it was difficult to see 

what more was required of the 

taxpayer in order to claim the 

rebate. The manner in which the 

cigarettes were inserted into the 

market for consumption was 

irrelevant and the appeal was 

dismissed with costs.

The Commissioner for the South 

African Revenue Service v Daikin Air 

Conditioning (185/2017) [2018] ZASCA 

66 (25 May 2018):

The case dealt with the tariff 

classification of air conditioning 

machines imported into South Africa. 

We quote the relevant sections from 

the majority judgment handed down 

by Van der Merwe JA:

“[7] The Commissioner contends 

that the products are indoor 

units for machines of subheading 

8415.10.10 and that they should 

therefore be classified under 

subheading 8415.90.05. On the 

other hand, Daikin’s case is that 

the products are parts for ceiling 

type air conditioning machines 

that do not fall within the ambit 

of subheading 8415.10. Thus, it 

contends that the products are 

classifiable under subheading 

8415.90.90 (‘Other’). Therefore, 

the question is whether the 

complete machines consisting of 

the products and the appropriate 

outdoor units fall under tariff 

subheading 8415.10 or not. The 

answer lies in the interpretation of 

the words ‘window or wall types, 

self-contained or “split-system”’.

…….

In the event that specific 

advice is required, kindly 

contact our Customs and 

Excise specialist, Director, 

Petr Erasmus.
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[11] The Brussels Notes favour 

the interpretation of the 

Commissioner. First, if the 

subheading was intended to refer 

only to window or wall type air 

conditioning machines and to no 

other, one would have expected 

these notes to contain some 

limitation to and/or description 

of window or wall types. Second, 

the added sentence appears to 

me to provide decisive guidance. 

It makes clear that the subheading 

includes ‘split-system’ air 

conditioning machines of which 

the indoor units are mounted on 

ceilings.

…….

[14] There is a further 

consideration. It is well 

established that a commercially 

sensible construction should 

be preferred. In this regard it 

appears from the evidence that 

the machines in respect of which 

the products constitute the 

indoor units, fall squarely within 

the meaning of subheading 

8415.10.10. They are ‘Of a kind 

used for buildings, compressor 

operated, having a rated cooling 

capacity not exceeding 8,8 kW’. 

It also appears from the evidence 

that the same outdoor units may 

be used for these ‘split-system’ 

machines, irrespective of whether 

the indoor units are mounted on 

walls or ceilings. It appears quite 

unbusinesslike to differentiate for 

customs duty purposes, between 

‘split-system’ air conditioning 

machines of which the indoor 

units do exactly the same work 

and the outdoor units are exactly 

the same, simply because the 

indoor units are placed on ceilings 

and not on walls. 

…….

[15] Although the matter is by 

no means free of difficulty, I 

have come to the conclusion 

that the interpretation advanced 

by the Commissioner is to be 

preferred.  I hold that the products 

are classifiable under tariff 

subheading 8415.90.05 of Part 

1 of Schedule 1 to the Act and 

would uphold the appeal”.

3. Per Notice 339 of 2018 (dated 

15 June 2018) the Department 

of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 

issued a communication wherein 

comments are invited with respect 

to proposed inspection fees relating 

to certain regulated:

• Locally manufactured products;

• Imported products; and

• Laboratory tests.

Comments may be submitted in 

writing to: 

The CEO: Impumelelo Agribusiness 

Solutions, Dr. Mduduzi Ngcobo at 

e-mail: CEO@impumeleloagribiz.co.za 

or posted (couriered) to Unit 5, 36 van 

Rensburg Street, Nelspruit, 1200, by 

no later than 30 days from the date of 

publication of the notice.

4. Please advise if additional 

information is required.

Petr Erasmus

In the event that specific 

advice is required, kindly 

contact our Customs and 

Excise specialist, Director, 

Petr Erasmus.
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